SUNBURST
COLLECTION
Starting at $95
Prescription sunglasses
starting at $175
warbyparker.com/sunburst-collection
Also available in stores, on the
Warby Parker app, and on Instagram Shop

The mood-elevating sunglasses in our new collection
are some of the boldest we’ve designed yet. They’ll
make every bit of fresh air you grab this season that
much more luxurious, punching up your look and your
outlook in one head-turning swoop.
Exactly seven new styles make their debut in this
capsule—arty, oversized shapes in a palette of classicfor-a-reason tortoises, taupes, greens, and browns—and
they all feature our signature Graduated Rivet design
detail. (It’s those polished metal accents that give these
already stunning frames some extra eye-catching
oomph.) Adeline, Darcy, and Tabitha up the glimmer
factor even further, with delicate metal trims along the
outer edges of their face fronts that subtly exaggerate
their silhouettes.
All of the frames in this impression-making collection,
from the daringly circular Golding to the sculptural,
squarish Gael, have an optimistic romance about them.
They’ll bring the glamour of a proper getaway to any
backyard lounge-about or neighborhood saunter.
Dress for the vacation you want, we say!
Even if it’s a ways away.
Gael in Cognac Tortoise

SUNBURST
COLLECTION
All Warby Parker sunglasses:
• are hand-finished and crafted
from premium materials
• include scratch-resistant lenses
• block 100% of UVA and UVB rays
If you’re adding a prescription,
you can customize your lenses any
way you like, with:
• a single-vision or
progressive prescription
• polarized or non-polarized lenses
• your choice of lens color
And! With an iPhone X (and above), you
can try them on wherever, whenever using
Virtual Try-On in the Warby Parker app.

Adeline
Forest Green with Polished Gold

Adeline
Root Beer with Polished Gold

Darcy
Darcy
Marzipan Tortoise with Polished Gold Sugar Maple Fade with Polished Gold

Tabitha
Sugar Maple with Polished Gold

Tabitha
Jet Black with Polished Gold

Gael
Conch Crystal

Gael
Cognac Tortoise

Golding
Brioche Tortoise

Taye
Crystal Smoke

Taye
Black Oak Tortoise

Golding
Americano Crystal Fade

Conroy
Hudson Blue Fade

Conroy
Cacao Crystal

